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ChangSung Special Packing

CEO Message
To Become a Future-driving Company with Its
Top-notch Printing Packing Technology
Chang Sung Special Packing is a company specialized in producing, processing, printing,
and laminating industrial/food packing vinyl resin and soft packaging materials.
Based on the time-honored experience and technology, Chang Sung has produced high
quality products in customers perspectives at low prices. All of the executives and staff
members in Chang Sung are putting forth every effort into research and development for
customer satisfaction.
Paying keen attention to the tastes and product characteristics of consumers and companies,
Chang Sung promises to do its best to meet customers’various desires and needs with the
best technology and consistent research.
We will continue to devote ourselves to complete customer satisfaction.
Thank you very much.

CEO Youn-Sik Jeon.
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History

Solution

CHANG
SUNG
Clean

Technology

One Further Step
Toward the World

1980s

∙ Chang Sung establishment(1981)
∙ Launch of plastic shopping bags
∙ Launch of agricultural vinyl plastic products

1990s

∙ Advanced gravure press introduced
∙ Advanced Cutting machine introduced
∙ Launch of Premium plastic shopping bags
for department stores and luxurious brands

2000s

∙ Launch of food packing products
∙ Launch of cosmetics packing products

2010s

∙ Export overseas (USA)
∙ Launch of various functional products for food industrial purpose
∙ 2012. Relocated to Sangri Industrial Complex, Dalseonggun; the plant newly built up
∙ New dry/lamination equipment introduced(2012year)
∙ 2013. Its own research center founded
∙ 2014. 10-degree gravure printing machinery introduced

Chang Sung
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Research & Development
Chang Sung contributes to the development of
printing packing industry through the talented
workforce and strategic partnerships.
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A new leap forward as a world-class printing packing company!
A world-class, top-notch company winning customers’
confidence - Chang Sung Special Packing!
We will continue to find new growth engine sectors for the
future and elevate the existing quality to the sublime. By
producing eco-friendly, hygienic food packaging materials
in application of the state-of-the-art production facilitiess
and differentiated production technologies, Chang Sung
is putting forth efforts to creating values for customers.

ISO9001:2000 certified company

Chang Sung
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Process
Our high quality, multi-functional packaging materials
enhance customers’brand values and take the lead of
packing cultures.

Process
The value of a company in the printing packing market begins with cost competitiveness.
Chang Sung Special Packing will continue to enhance your corporate values in the global
market based on the world-class facilities as well as consistent technical development to
secure superior cost competitiveness in the production process.

Order planning

Processing (automation)
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Cooperplate production

Material production (extrusion)

Laminating

Gravure printing

Chang Sung
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Flexible Package
With the advanced technology based on the consistent
challenge spirit and R&D, Chang Sung is raising the
existing quality to the highest level.
Gravure printing
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Chang Sung
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Flexible Package
With the advanced technology and a wealth of
experience, we maintain the quality to the highest
level while meeting the deadline.
Laminating, adhesion machine
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Slitting machine

Cutting machine

Chang Sung
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Flexible Package
Food packing, etc.
Vacuum packing, sauce, frozen food·chilled food, ham, crabmeat, etc.
∙ Outstanding fitness of food packing and other vacuum packing materials; functions
and various materials for frozen and chilled food packing; valid preservation period
also considered
∙ Materials : NY, PE, LLDPE, SPECIAL RESIN

Dried fisheries, dried greens, dried fruits
dried squid, dried filefish fillet, deodeok(mountain herb), chwinamul(potherb), dried
strips of radish, peanut, etc.
∙ Streamlined designing process customized for a specific use of various products
∙ Materials : OPP, PET, NY, PE, AL

Seasoning
Powder, sauce, salt, etc.
∙ Items that can be kept for a long time; outstanding contents-protective performance
∙ Materials : PET, AL, LLDPE, CPR, SPECIAL RESIN

Confectionery
Snack, sweets, candy, ice cream, etc.
∙ Hygienic, outstanding, and colorful; designed for high-speed packing
∙ Materials : PET, OPP, CPP, VMPET, VMCPP, AL

Spout pouch
Drink, Chinese medicine, health drink, tea, coffee, etc.
∙ The streamlined designing process in which food is sealed up tightly in the packing
so that it can endure high temperature (less than 100 degrees) and be preserved
for a long time.
∙ Materials : PET, NY, AL, LLDPE, CPR, SPECIAL RESIN

Retort pouch
Healthy drink, tea, and coffee
∙ The streamlined designing process in which food is sealed up tightly in the packing
so that it can endure high temperature (less than 120 degrees) and be preserved
for a long time. Processing is possible in a poor working condition.
∙ Materials : PET, NY, AL, LLDPE, CPR1, CPR2, CPR3, SPECIAL RESIN

Detergent
Powder-type detergent, fabric conditioner, dishwashing detergent
∙ Appealing design; excellent durability and cold tolerance; easy to preserve; refillable in a container by consumers
∙ Materials : PET, NY, SPECIAL RESIN
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Packaging Forms
Chang Sung Special Packing has been produced a variety of
packing materials and has firmly established its foundation as
a first-class food packing vinyl manufacturer.

3-side processing

Zipper processing

Jeep stand

Spout pouch

Stand processing

Chang Sung
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Film

Polyethylene (PE)
Light, chemically stable, weatherproof, waterproof, low-temperature resistant,
insulating, and formable; excellent characteristics a wide range of use and
excellent characteristics
HP-PE(high density polyethylene)
∙ Use: shampoo container, injection molding product, shopping bag, industrial
packing film, commercial packing film, and trash bag
LD-PE(low density polyethylene)
∙ Use: food packing, agricultural film, industrial packing film, shopping bag,
and laminating

Easy peelable film (PE)
Various types of food container packing; excellent dry workability and thermal
shrinking; transparent; optimal film as an adhesive material
∙ Use: bean curd, pickled radish, gruel, instant cup ramen, retort sterilization,
and laminate sealant

Polyester (PET)
Highly polymerized compounds that contain Ester-combined materials in the
main chain of component molecules; the abbreviated title is PET; thermoplastic polyester resin.
∙ Excellent tensile strength and high elongation rate; as for thermal characteristics, the change in measurement is extremely small (-70℃~150 ℃).
∙ Outstanding electric insulation; resistant to most total chemicals except
strong alkalis.
∙ Excellent wet/water proof properties; outstanding transparency and luster;
outstanding gas barrier property (oxygen, carbon dioxide, vapor, etc.) and
hygienically safe.

Polypropylene (PP)
Excellent transparency; low specific gravity and bending-resistant; suitable
for good hygiene purposes; surface-scratch resistant
∙ Use: Office supplies, forming of various products
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NYLON
Excellent impact strength and wear resistance; no tearing or pinhole.
Vertical and horizontal balance; suitable for printing, pasteboard, bag-making
processes
∙ No thermal deformation between 60℃ and 120℃; durable against shock
and pinhole; Excellent gas barrier property; food oxidation prevention; scent
preservation, innoxiousness, odor-free property, oil resistance, and chemical
resistance; best suitable for food packing.
∙ Use: food packing, agricultural film, industrial packing film, shopping bag,
and laminating

BOPP Film
Biaxial oriented polypropylene film; light, heat-resistant, damp-proof, and
transparent; widely used as a soft packing material.
∙ Outstanding luster and transparency
∙ Excellent impact strength and tensile strength
∙ Good vapor barrier property
∙ Excellent cold hardiness, heat-resistance, and ductility

Rust-preventative film (VCI FILMS)
VCI, or a volatile rust-preventative film, is coated with rust-resistant factors to
protect various types of metals.
As the volatile rust-preventative agent is condensed on all metallic surfaces,
corrosion is prevented, and metallic substances, even in the exposed or rear
spots, can be protected for max. 5 years.
∙ Use: packing in such areas as automobile, heavy industry, electronic device
and parts, semiconductor, computer, etc.
∙ Feature: - Resistant to moisture and salinity
- Simple processing
- Possible to check the status of the contents as it is transparent.
- Recyclable

Chang Sung
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Chang Sung Special Packing
5, Geolmi-il(1)gil, Non-gong-eup, Dalseonggun, Daegu, Korea
Tel. 053-615-9906~7 Fax. 053-615-9904
E-mail. 6159906@naver.com
www.epojang.co.kr
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